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Ogham (/ Ëˆ É’ É¡ É™m /; Modern Irish or ; Old Irish: ogam) is an Early Medieval alphabet used to write the
early Irish language (in the "orthodox" inscriptions, 1st to 6th centuries AD), and later the Old Irish language
(scholastic ogham, 6th to 9th centuries).There are roughly 400 surviving orthodox inscriptions on stone
monuments throughout Ireland and western Britain; the bulk of which are ...
Ogham - Wikipedia
This is a second collection from Greywolf, following on from the very popular The Passing of the Year.
Several of the pieces in The Remembering Soul have a darker hue than those in the earlier book, reflecting
the fact that they were written at the time of Greywolf's wife's illness and subsequent death.
Online Shop - The British Druid Order
Ancient American describes the true prehistory of America's continent, regardless of presently fashionable
belief-systems, and provide a public forum for certified experts and non-professionals alike to freely express
their views without fear nor favor.
Ancient American Magazine: Back Issues
Mythological Cycle Tuatha DÃ© Danann Notable figures. Aengus - a god possibly associated with love, youth
and poetic inspiration; Ã•ine - goddess of love, summer, wealth and sovereignty; Banba, Ã‰riu and FÃ³dla patron goddesses of Ireland; Bodb Derg - a king of the Tuatha DÃ© Danann; Brigid - daughter of the Dagda;
associated with healing, fertility, craft and poetry
List of Irish mythological figures - Wikipedia
Die Isle of Man [ËŒaÉªlÉ™vËˆmÃ¦n] (frÃ¼her auch Isle of Mann; deutsch Insel Man, Manx Ellan Vannin
[ËˆÉ›lÊ²É™n ËˆvanÉªn] oder kurz Mannin [ËˆmanÉªn]) ist eine Insel in der Irischen See.Sie ist als autonomer
Kronbesitz (englisch crown dependency) direkt der britischen Krone unterstellt, jedoch weder Teil des
Vereinigten KÃ¶nigreichs noch Britisches Ãœberseegebiet.
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